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Abstract—As autonomous systems begin to operate amongst
humans, methods for safe interaction must be investigated.
We consider an example of a small autonomous vehicle in a
pedestrian zone that must safely maneuver around people in
a free-form fashion. We investigate two key questions: How
can we effectively integrate pedestrian intent estimation into
our autonomous stack? Can we develop an online monitoring
framework to give rigorous assurances on the safety of such
human-robot interactions? We present a pedestrian intent esti-
mation framework that can accurately predict future pedestrian
trajectories given multiple possible goal locations. We integrate
this into a reachability-based online monitoring and decision
making scheme that formally assesses the safety of these inter-
actions with nearly real-time performance (approximately 0.1s).
These techniques are both tested in simulation and integrated
on a test vehicle with a complete in-house autonomous stack,
demonstrating safe interaction in real-world experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous systems are quickly entering human domi-
nated fields in the form of drones and self-driving cars, and
becoming tangible technologies that will impact the human
experience. As these systems begin to share space and op-
erate among humans, safety becomes a primary concern [1],
[2]. Despite many successful demonstrations of autonomous
driving, safe interaction between autonomous vehicles and
other road users remains an open problem [3]–[5].
We consider two key factors currently impeding safe
interactive autonomy. First, designing interactive controllers
that consider predictions about human movement remains a
challenge due to the high variability in human behavior [6].
Second, providing formal guarantees for autonomous sys-
tems is challenging due to complexities introduced by many
intertwined modules in the autonomous stack as well as
multi-agent interactions [7].
One test case where this is particularly obvious is an
autonomous shuttle scenario, where an autonomous vehicle
operates on small roads and sidewalks and may encounter
pedestrians through free-form interaction. Such automated
systems have been developed for campus settings [8], [9]
and pedestrian zones [10], [11]. These systems typically
require and have heuristic decision-making for determining
safe interaction (e.g., if an obstacle is within some preset
distance, stop [12]). One common “lesson learned” is that
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interacting with pedestrians is difficult due to their unpre-
dictability [9], [13]. As pedestrians are vulnerable agents
and have very few constraints on their motion, determining
methods for safe interaction is both critical for reducing
risk of accidents and improving efficiency by limiting over-
conservative performance. Further, many studies state that an
on-board safety driver or watchdog is necessary to monitor
the system operation [9], [11].
In this work, we present an initial foray into integrat-
ing human motion prediction with an autonomous system’s
control framework as well as an online monitoring system.
Leveraging data-driven verification approaches to provide
formal guarantees, we demonstrate how DryVR, an offline
reachability tool for hybrid dynamical systems [14], can be
used in an online setting to give a formal assessment of safety
as the autonomous vehicle drives in close proximity to a
human. In short, we present the following contributions:
1) Intent estimation. We present a particle filter-based
approach to predict human motion and provide future
trajectories as well as estimate their likelihoods over
multiple goals for each agent.
2) Safety monitoring. We develop a predictive reachability
analysis technique. This near-realtime, forward reach-
ability analysis allows the autonomous system to make
risk-aware decisions, and can help designers assess
safety of the overall system.
3) System integration. We demonstrate the feasibility of
our efforts on a complete autonomous system which
includes pedestrian tracking and intent prediction, lo-
calization, waypoint tracking control, and an online
reachability analysis module.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present
a literature review of works related to modeling pedestrian
intent and online monitoring, as applied to autonomous
systems. Then, we present an overview of our experimental
platform, in-house autonomous stack, and methodology for
pedestrian intent estimation in Section III. In Section IV, we
discuss our approach for online monitoring via reachability.
We conclude with an analysis of our integrated system and
discuss findings and future directions in Sections V and VI.
II. BACKGROUND
We present a brief literature review of techniques for
modeling pedestrian interactions for use in decision-making
and control frameworks as well as verification methods to
provide guarantees for autonomous systems.
A. Pedestrian Modeling
There are three main techniques used to predict pedestrian
trajectories: data-driven approaches like neural networks,
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decision-making approaches like Markov models, and filter-
ing approaches like Kalman filters.
Neural networks, especially Long Short Term Memory
Networks (LSTM) [15]–[17], have been successfully im-
plemented to model social interactions between humans in
crowded scenarios by integrating neighbor information into
pedestrian trajectory prediction. Yi et al. encoded pedestrian
behavior into sparse displacement volumes, which are used
as input and output of the Behavior-CNN they proposed [18].
These methods are built on the assumption that the observa-
tion data provides perfect pedestrian positions, so they may
not guarantee robust performance under noisy measurements.
There has also been plenty of research where pedestrian
behavior modeling is treated as a sequential decision mak-
ing problem [19]–[22]. Jump-Markov process is proposed
in [19] to model pedestrian behavior, which assumes that
the goal is slowly time-varying and that the pedestrians
are rational. Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
(POMDP) [20] and Mixed Observability Markov Decision
Process (MOMDP) [21] are used to incorporate intents as
hidden variables. In different problem settings, intents may
be defined as goals [21], sub-goals [20], [23] or a policy
in a Markov Decision Process [19]. In our study, the intent
always refers to the desired goal of the pedestrian.
Filtering is one of the most common methods for state
estimation in real world applications. Filtering can be applied
to not only pedestrian tracking [24]–[26] but also pedestrian
movement prediction [27]–[30]. Moreover, particle filtering
integrated with intent hypotheses model pedestrian behavior
as a multi-hypotheses dynamical system, and thus capture the
switching feature of complicated pedestrian dynamics [29],
[30]. Thus, our work is built on [29] to provide effective
pedestrian intent estimation given noisy measurements.
B. Reachability Analysis and Safety Verification
The reachability problem asks, given a system model
A, an initial set of states Θ, and a particular target state
x∗, whether any behavior of A starting from Θ can reach
x∗? Reachability analysis has played a fundamental role in
both control theory and formal methods for cyber-physical
systems [31]–[34]. A key application of reachability analysis
that is relevant for this paper is in safety verification: If the
target x∗ is defined as an unsafe state, then answers to the
reachability question can determine whether the system A
can become unsafe starting from Θ.
It is well-known that the reachability problem is undecid-
able for general dynamical and hybrid system models [35].
Researchers have developed algorithms for relaxations of the
problem by considering (a) finite time horizon behaviors
of A, (b) allowing false-positives in the answers, and (c)
allowing answers with probabilistic guarantees. A series of
breakthroughs have led to the creation of software tools
and libraries that can perform effective reachability analysis.
For example, SpaceEX can perform reachability analysis
of linear hybrid systems with dozens of continuous dimen-
sions [36]; HyLAA has successfully verified sparse linear
models with thousands of dimensions [37], [38]. Nonlinear
models with hundreds of dimensions can now be verified
with tools like C2E2 [39], [40], Flow* [41], and CORA [42].
All of these approaches are geared towards off-line safety
verification and they have been applied to autonomous vehi-
cles [40], medical devices [43], and space operations [44].
Online reachability analysis can be used for predictive
safety monitoring and decision making for an autonomous
vehicle. In this setup, A is the model of the vehicle, and the
initial set Θ is instantiated to be the current state estimate
for this system (e.g., state of vehicle and pedestrians).
Then reachability analysis up to a look-ahead time horizon
TLook > 0 can predict whether the vehicle is going to be
unsafe within TLook time. For this analysis to be useful
the reachable set computation has to finish before the next
control decision, which is typically 10-100 milliseconds. We
will revisit these issues in Section IV.
The feasibility of online verification for automatic lane
change maneuvers on a Cadillac SRX was demonstrated
in [45], [46]. This analysis used linearized approximations of
the vehicle dynamics relative to the behaviors of all possible
surrounding cars. In contrast, our reachability analysis and
decision module uses pedestrian intents. Further, our data-
driven reachability analysis approach can directly handle
nonlinear vehicle models. In [47], a research platform that
is similar to ours was presented, where uncertainty of the
predicted behavior of the pedestrians is taken into account
but the vehicle dynamics is not used for reachability. In a
similar vein, [48] uses reachability analysis to check safety
of human-driven vehicles. This work also uses linearized
dynamics and does not implement the solution on a full
autonomous vehicle nor does it address pedestrian intent
detection. Several works use reachability for safe controller
synthesis, typically assuming perfect sensor information
within static environments [49], [50]. Finally, in [51], an
approach similar to ours is followed in the context of safety
relative to neighboring human driven vehicles.
III. AUTONOMY MODULES
We describe our autonomous testbed in terms of the
experimental hardware and the software components used
in our autonomous stack.
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Fig. 1: System architecture. The dark gray modules
constitute the key contributions of this work.
A. Vehicle Hardware and Experimental Setup
Our vehicle is a Polaris GEM electric car outfitted with
sensing and computing hardware by AutonomouStuff (Fig-
ure 2). The sensors include a Velodyne LIDAR, a Radar,
GPS & Inertial Measurement Units, and a single Mako G-
319C forward facing camera. Our experimental arena is a
3,000 sq. ft. indoor open research space.
Fig. 2: Polaris GEM E2 in our testing arena.
B. Localization and Pedestrian Detection
We implemented a localization protocol that gives 2D
global coordinates of the vehicle using Decawave ultra-
wideband beacons and time-of-flight calculations. To im-
prove the precision and reduce the errors caused by noise,
Kalman filtering is applied on the position measurements
received from Decawave. In our testing, the localization
protocol can provide a 2D localization accuracy within 20
cm and message drop rates less than one per minute with
position data update rates of 3Hz. Our indoor testing facility
was unobstructed by walls and allowed for a clear line of
sight among the Decawave chips.
Fig. 3: Detected pedestrian and position estimates.
For pedestrian detection, we use YOLOv3: a state-of-the-
art real-time object detection system. Once a pedestrian is
detected on an input image, YOLOv3 places a bounding
box around it. To estimate the longitudinal distance y of
the detected pedestrian with respect to the vehicle, we use
the size of bounding box, focal length of the camera, and
assumed width of the pedestrian (0.47 m). The same is
done to estimate the lateral deviation x. The estimated x
and y-coordinates are converted from vehicle coordinates
to global coordinates using position data from the vehicle’s
localization. Using this approach, we get an observed error
on the pedestrian’s location that does not exceed 0.5m.
C. Pedestrian Intent Estimation (PIE) Module
The pedestrian intent module takes a pedestrian position
measurement in the global coordinate frame and produces a
future trajectory that ends at a predefined goal state. The
predicted trajectory is then fed into the decision module
(DM) to assess the safety of the driving scenario and advise
the controller accordingly.
The estimation algorithm assumes that the map informa-
tion and all possible pedestrian intents are given as a set of
possible goal locations. For example, in a crosswalk scenario,
the pedestrian may have two possible intents. One is to cross
the road, which is represented by an intent on the other side
of the road. The other is to go alongside the road, for which
the intent can be set as a location on the same side of the road
as the pedestrian. Based on this assumption, the sequential
measurements of the pedestrian are used to predict its intent.
An accurate pedestrian model is necessary to predict the
intent. The Generalized Potential Field Approach (GPFA) is
used to model the pedestrian behavior [52]. A set of sources
are created to represent the obstacles in the map and to
generate the repulsive force on the pedestrian, while a sink
is set at goal locations to attract the pedestrian. The sum of
forces is the acceleration, which is the control input ut to
the state space model of the pedestrian, giving the following
dynamical model:
xt = Fxt−1 +Gut−1 + wt
yt = Hxt−1 + vt
(1)
where F is the state transition matrix, G is the control
matrix, xt is the state vector (position and velocity) of the
pedestrian at time t, H is the measurement matrix, and yt is
the measurement of the pedestrian’s location. It is assumed
that the process noise wt and the measurement noise vt are
Gaussian white noise.
As the transition model involves a highly nonlinear GPFA,
we employ a Multi-hypothesis Particle Filter to estimate the
likely intent [29]. Initially, each particle sampled will be
assigned a hypothesis on pedestrian intent Ii. The number of
intents N considered in this paper is three, corresponding to
either crossing the vehicle’s path or heading parallel along
the path in either direction. The probability of assigning
different intents to a particle is the same, as 1/NI for
each intent. In the prediction step, each particle predicts
the pedestrian position at the next time stamp based on
the hypothesis of the intent to which it is assigned. In the
update step, the weights of particles are updated based on the
deviation of the position prediction from the measurement.
In contrast to the method presented in [29], the weights
of particles with the same intent hypothesis are summed
to generate the probability distribution of different intents
at that timestamp. Sequential importance re-sampling is
implemented after the weights are updated. The intent with
the highest probability is chosen to create the trajectory of
the pedestrian in the future using GPFA based on the current
measured position. In [29], the re-sampling step was not
needed due to the robustness requirement for changes of the
true intent of the pedestrian. However, no re-sampling would
make the intent estimation vulnerable to sample degeneracy
(i.e., only few particles with significant weights are kept
throughout the intent estimation process), which leads to
the loss of population nature of the particle filter. In fact,
sequential importance re-sampling makes use of the quantity
of particles to inherit the probability distribution inferred
from the last round and causes no harm to the algorithm’s
robustness. Another difference is that though many of the
model parameters are the same as in [29], [52], no additional
noise is manually added due to the sensor noise inherent
in the measurement. For online performance, we initially
generate 200 particles for each intent (600 total).
Ultimately, this module produces the estimated pedes-
trian trajectory as a sequence of location-time pairs τ =
{〈p1, t1〉, . . . , 〈pk, tk〉}, where the final point is the estimated
goal location. The algorithm runs at 5 Hz, which is sufficient
Fig. 4: Pedestrian intent estimation for scenario with three
goals (red, yellow, green). Left: Predicted trajectory. Right:
Probability distribution of pedestrian intents.
for the online monitoring application. Figure 4 shows an
example of the algorithm output on a public dataset [53].
There are three possible intents in this case (shown in red,
yellow, and green). The pedestrian trajectory is in dark blue
and the predicted trajectory is in light blue. Our methodology
is well tuned and validated on this public dataset [53],
accurately predicting the intent and effectively producing the
future trajectory.
D. Velocity and Waypoint Following Control
We developed a control module to generate throttle and
steering commands to navigate the vehicle autonomously.
The control module is integrated into our ROS framework
to interface with the other modules of the GEM vehicle
platform as well as the PACMod drive-by-wire system (see
Figure 1). We use two standard PID controllers, one for
maintaining the vehicle at a desired speed vr (set by the
user), and a second one for steering the vehicle through a
sequence of predefined waypoints. Spline curve fitting is used
to get a planned path through the waypoints. The lateral
deviation of the vehicle from the path is obtained at each
timestep, and used to generate a steering velocity command
with the PID steering velocity controller.
The speed controller reads the current vehicle speed and
outputs acceleration commands to track the reference speed
vr. It takes an additional input from the reachability-based
decision module (DM), which chooses the mode of operation
between brake and trackspeed , based on the the safety of the
predicted behavior of the car. If the DM chose the trackspeed
mode, the PID speed controller sets the acceleration a of
the vehicle to track vr. If the DM chose the brake mode
instead, the speed controller releases the throttle and applies
the brakes to bring the vehicle to a stop. In both modes,
the steering velocity output u is taken from the PID steering
controller to track the planned path.
In summary, the inputs to the control module include
the state of the vehicle shown in Section IV, reference
constant speed vr, lateral deviation from the planned path,
as well as a chosen mode of operation from the reachability-
based decision module DM. The outputs include the throttle
(acceleration/braking) a and steering velocity control u.
IV. ONLINE PREDICTIVE REACHABILITY ANALYSIS
MODULE (OPRA)
In this section, we discuss how our predictive online
reachability analysis module works to inform the controller,
and helps avoid collisions with pedestrians.
A. Online Reachability
Recall from Section II, that for online safety verification
or monitoring, the estimated current states Θ of the vehicle
and the pedestrian(s) are propagated forward in time for a
look-ahead period TLook , according to the model A, to check
whether there can be a loss of safe separation within that
time. For this to be effective, the online reachability analysis
must be: (1) accurate—to reduce false positives, and (2)
quick—to allow for timely recovery and mitigating actions.
Specifically, for TLook = 3 to 5 seconds look-ahead, the
reachability analysis must finish within 10-100 milliseconds.
Current offline reachability algorithms for hybrid systems
need minutes of computation time for 6 to 12-dimensional
nonlinear models. Making the problem more challenging,
the uncertainties in the initial position, heading, and speed,
defining the set Θ may be considerable because of estimation
errors (see Sec. III-A). The larger these errors are, the larger
Θ needs to be to achieve the same level of confidence in that
it contains the actual initial state of the car, and consequently
achieve the same level of confidence that the corresponding
reach set contains the future state of the car. Further, there
may be multiple pedestrian and vehicle trajectories to prop-
agate forward and multiple modes to evaluate. In this paper,
we identify a restricted class of scenarios, and for those, we
show how this is achieved in our OPRA.
Given a dynamical system A over a state space X and
having an input space U , a mode space P , a dynamics
function f : X × U → X , a closed loop controller function
g : X × P → U , a set of possible initial states Θ ⊆ X ,
a mode p ∈ P , and a look-ahead time T > 0, a state
x ∈ X is reachable if there exists an execution of A
starting from Θ, having a fixed mode p, and of duration
at most T , that reaches x. The set of reachable states is
written as ReachA(Θ, p, T ) ⊆ X . Our design of OPRA
uses the data-driven reachability approach as implemented
in the DryVR [40] and C2E2 [39] tools. Roughly speaking,
simulation data generated from a model or an executable for
A, is used together with sensitivity analysis of A to compute
over-approximations of ReachA(Θ, p, T ). We are able to
achieve the online-level computation times (as shown in
Table I) by using a few tricks that may be broadly applicable:
(a) we fixed the function β quantifying sensitivity off-line,
(b) we capped the number of simulation traces used—this
sacrifices precision for lowering computation, (c) we use
low-dimensional dynamical vehicle models that are adequate
for simple safety requirements like separation. The loss of
accuracy from these approximations is partly mitigated by
computing multiple reach sets from different initial sets
corresponding to different levels of uncertainty or confidence
in state estimation.
In more detail, our reachability analysis procedure is
adopted from the algorithm developed in [14]. First, in an
off-line procedure, the sensitivity function β of the system
is learned from sampling system trajectories. This function
bounds the distance between trajectories (or solutions) of A
starting from different initial states. For this step, we use the
DryVR tool of [14].
For the online computation, consider an initial state esti-
mate Θ with radius r. This set is partitioned into m regions.
For each region i, a numerical simulation ξ(xi, t) of A
starting from a representative state xi is computed up to
the look-ahead time TLook. The over-approximation of the
reach set ReachA(Θ, p, TLook ) is computed by bloating each
simulation ξ(xi, t) with β, and then taking the union of all
these sets. It has been shown in earlier works that [39], [54],
provided the sensitivity function is accurate, the computed
reachable set can be made arbitrarily precise by increasing
m. The output ReachA(Θ, p, TLook ) is used to detect sepa-
ration with the pedestrian’s predicted paths by the decision
module. Different r can be chosen based on the desired level
of confidence. If we want a higher level of confidence, a
larger r will be preferable, which will increase the covered
region of the initial set and consequently, the reach set
ReachA(Θ, p, TLook ). Thus, the risk of actual trajectory of
the vehicle not being covered by the reach set will be
mitigated.
Vehicle model: We use the standard 5-dimensional
bicycle model for the vehicle, which has been shown to
accurately forecast an autonomous vehicle state [55], where
f is given by:
x˙ = v cos θ, y˙ = v sin θ, φ˙ = u, v˙ = a, θ˙ =
v
L
tan(φ)
where u is the input steering angular velocity and a is the
input acceleration that are determined by the velocity and
waypoint following controller g of Section III-D, (x, y) is
the position, v is the speed, θ is the steering angle, φ is
its heading angle and L is the length of the car. Hence,
the state space X = R5, the control space U = R2, and
the set of modes is {trackspeed , brake}. The mode affects
the dynamics indirectly by determining the control inputs
computed in Section III-D. In the brake mode, we set the
reference speed to zero and apply the resulting PID control,
as there is no brakes to apply in the bicycle model as opposed
to the real car.
State estimation uncertainties: There are several
sources of errors and uncertainties in measuring the initial
state of the above system. For example, the position of the
car and the pedestrian have uncertainties arising from the
localization system. We define a nested sequence of initial
sets Θ1 ⊂ Θ2 ⊂ . . .Θk—increasingly conservative and with
increasing levels of confidence. For each Θi we compute
corresponding over-approximations of ReachA(Θi, p, T ) us-
ing the above procedure starting from Θi. From the mono-
tonicity of ReachA, it follows that ReachA(Θ1, p, T ) ⊆
ReachA(Θ2, p, T ) ⊆ . . .ReachA(Θk, p, T ), and therefore, if
ReachA(Θi, p, T ) is verified safe, then so are the smaller
sets. Thus, if ReachA(Θi, p, T ) is verified safe in the DM,
then computation stops.
B. Evaluation of online reachability
Implementing these strategies with a look-ahead time of
TLook = 3 seconds gave us a maximum reachability compu-
tation time of only 0.1 seconds on the vehicle’s computers as
TABLE I: Reach Set Computation Time
TLook (s) 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0
Compute Time (s) 0.096 0.103 0.129 0.136 0.163
TABLE II: Reach Set Accuracy
TLook (s) 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0
High Conf. (%) 98.905 98.338 98.617 97.825 96.851
Med Conf. (%) 98.161 96.629 97.138 95.917 94.874
Low Conf. (%) 95.825 94.078 94.672 93.416 92.078
shown in Table I. We can see as well, from the same table,
that the computation time of reach sets increases linearly
with the look-ahead time. This shows the promise of our
approach particularly because our current implementation of
OPRA does not yet exploit parallelism of the simulation step
of the algorithm.
The results in Table II show that the bicycle vehicle
dynamics and the reach set obtained accurately predict the
behavior of the real car. Even with the lowest confidence
reach sets obtained from the smallest initial sets considered
and longest look-ahead time, we acheived 92% accuracy,
while the maximum is about 99%. To calculate the accuracy
of the reach sets generated by the OPRA, we replay several
simulations offline and check at each timestep t of the
simulation whether the reach set contains the real trajectory
of the vehicle. We consider the computed reach set to be
“accurate” for a given timestep t if this is true.
C. Decision Module
For any initial set of states Θ, mode p, and look-ahead time
TLook > 0, if the intersection R∩U of an over-approximation
R ⊇ ReachA(Θ, p, TLook ) and an unsafe set U , is empty,
then we can safely decide that the system is safe up to time
TLook . On the other hand, if R∩U 6= ∅ then we cannot infer
that there necessarily exists an unsafe execution.
The decision module (DM) runs the reachability module
OPRA on the mode trackspeed and checks if the resulting
over-approximation of the reach set R is safe when the
unsafe set U is the union of the reach sets of all surrounding
pedestrians. Their reach sets are computed by bloating the
trajectories obtained from the PIE module using a constant
sensitivity function equal to r, where r is the radius of
the initial set representing the uncertain position of the
pedestrian. If R ∩ U 6= ∅, the decision module DM sets the
mode for the controller to brake to avoid possible collision.
Otherwise, it sets it to trackspeed .
The decision module DM can run the reachability module
OPRA on mode brake as well, to check if there is a
possibility of unavoidable collision, and alert the pedestrian.
It can also compute the reach sets using initial sets with
different radii to get different levels of confidence in safety.
Lastly, the results from Tables I and II show that DM
can operate accurately in real time to ensure safety while
preserving a smooth ride with little unnecessary braking.
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Fig. 5: Experimental results showing predicted pedestrian trajectories and vehicle reachtubes. Left two graphs show
experiments done in simulation. Right two graphs show experiments performed on real vehicle.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of our monitoring
system, both in simulation and on our test vehicle.
A. Simulation
We created a simulation environment in Gazebo (shown in
Fig. 6) to test our vehicle controllers and online reachability
analysis module before deployment on a physical system.1
The scenario used consists of a vehicle following a curved
path with a pedestrian walking in close proximity.
Fig. 6: Gazebo simulation environment
Fig. 5 shows the results of the reachability analysis com-
puted by the OPRA. It generates three sets of reach sets
corresponding to high, medium, and low confidence levels.
The different levels of confidence can be used to encode the
uncertainty associated with the vehicle’s starting state. The
graphs in the upper and lower left hand side of Fig. 5 show
simulation results. In the first case, the pedestrian moves
parallel to the vehicle’s path and the OPRA predicts that the
future trajectory of the vehicle will be safe and allows it
to continue. In the second case, the pedestrian crosses the
vehicles path and the OPRA sends a signal to the controller
telling the vehicle to brake.
B. Real-World Testing
To demonstrate our complete pipeline (with off the shelf
components and in-house autonomous modules), we run our
autonomous system in two test cases. Fig. 5 shows two
examples of the our integrated system on a real vehicle. In
both cases, as the vehicle comes around the curved lane in
the test arena, a pedestrian is detected and tracked.
1Gazebo vehicle model adapted from [56].
The PIE module estimates the goal location and passes the
predicted trajectory to the OPRA. In the lower right portion
of Fig. 5, the predicted trajectory shows the pedestrian walk-
ing near the lane without intersecting the vehicle’s path. As a
result, the vehicle proceeds to safely move past the pedestrian
without braking at any point during the experiment. In the
upper right portion of Fig. 5, the predicted trajectory suggests
that the pedestrian will cross the lane. The OPRA decides
this situation is unsafe as a collision is likely and signals the
controller to brake.
The OPRA gets estimates of the pedestrian’s intent and
vehicle state and performs reachability analysis to infer
whether the system is safe up to a look-ahead time TLook .
As discussed earlier, the state estimates can have large and
fluctuating errors and thus we use nested uncertainty bounds
with different levels of confidence. These confidence levels
are illustrated in the high, medium, and low confidence reach
sets in Figure 5. Depending on the level of risk one can
tolerate, the decision to brake can be made using a higher
or lower confidence reach set.
Similar to what we observed in simulation, our experi-
ments on a real vehicle, for a look-ahead time of TLook = 3
seconds, saw reachability computation times of less than 0.1
seconds on average. Increasing the number of reach sets by
using initial sets with different confidence levels or allowing
reach set refinements can give more precise monitoring at
the cost of increased computation.
VI. DISCUSSION
We present an integrated autonomous system that uses
a novel pedestrian intent estimator to safely maneuver
amongst humans. We added another layer of safety and
risk assessment by developing a reachability-based online
monitoring scheme that formally assesses the safety of these
interactions with nearly real-time performance (∼ 0.1s).
These techniques are tested in simulation and integrated on
a test vehicle with a complete in-house autonomous stack,
demonstrating effective and safe interaction in real-world
experiments.
In our current experiments, we make many assumptions
and control many aspects of the system to ensure the baseline
performance is functional. However, in reality, any of the
submodules may fail. For example, we only tested scenarios
where the PIE correctly predicted the pedestrian. Given
that no model can perfectly predict a human, we hope to
explore scenarios where the prediction is incorrect, making
the need for an online monitor more pressing. We note
that similar statements hold for the vision and localization
modules. We also found that timing and synchronization of
the components were difficult and had a noticeable impact on
the safety assessment. We hope to include such inaccuracies
and uncertainties in future iterations of our online monitor.
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